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 Welcome to IGT! 
We’re excited to share the many gaming innovations depicted 
within these pages. They represent IGT’s commitment to 
your success and to developing localised solutions that meet 
your unique business requirements. As consumers become 
savvier and their entertainment expectations increase, IGT’s 
focus is closer to the player than ever before. Our extensive 
internal and external performance testing processes continue 
to yield meaningful data that enables us to produce world-class 
games and solutions that you can deploy with confidence. the 
recent formalisation of the IGT PlayDigital™ organisation was 
a transformative milestone for our Company and one that will 
positively serve our customers looking to engage the digital-
minded public. We recognise there are many gaming suppliers to 
choose from, but we wish to convey why IGT is Your Best Bet.

Walter Bugno
IGT CEO International
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CORE GAMES



The Proven Performer initiative is all about you. It’s designed to 
help ensure that the games you purchase from us will perform 
on your floor. It all starts with our Test Bank Program where we 
place our latest themes at multiple partner properties across 
diverse geographical locations. It’s then left to the players to 
decide. Their play, or lack thereof, will ultimately determine 
the fate of these games. Games that under-perform are sent 
back to the lab for rework, or retired, never to see live casino 
play again. That leaves the best of the best, the cream of the 
crop; the select games that pass rigorous testing and meet or 
exceed our strict performance goals.

This is our promise to you: If we call a title a proven 
performer, then you can be sure that it has been thoroughly 
tested in representative casinos of all major casino markets 
and showed good performance there. It’s your best bet to 
increase performance.

Learn more about the program, and see some of our 
latest Proven Performer titles at igt.com/performance

Proven Performer Initiative
Our best games are your best bet.
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Players know their favorite games. Whether it's the big money 
jackpot opportunity, a classic, or something they've never seen 
before, IGT can help you make sure that players find their favorite 
type of game play, so you can enhance your game banking 
strategy. With the all-new game segmentation iconography from 
IGT, every new core game is categorized into distinct segments 
based on game play features, facilitating floor placement of 
games. Our commitment to a deep library of games in each 
segment allows you to add new themes from your most 
successful segments, and build targeted banks that your players 
will flock to in search of their desired experience. When you can 
give your players exactly what they want, everyone wins.

Core Game Segmentation
Your best bet for a solid game banking strategy.

Jackpot Games
Games that include progressives or prominently displayed 
prizes that serve as a call to action for players.

All-Star Evolutions
Proven brands or functionalities that have been tweaked or 
evolved to offer a different take on the original.

Fruit Games
Simple, classic fruit games for players who enjoy fewer 
paylines and higher stakes.

Play Up Games
Predominantly spinning-reel games that offer interactive top 
box features and bonuses.

Pure Core Games
New and recognizable brands and game functionality.

Waterfall Games
Games that offer the player something to collect or progress 
towards. Goal-oriented games that offer a reason to play and 
a reason to stay.

Innovation Games
Titles that provide a fresh, new-to-the-market feature, 
functionality, or form factor, offering players a  
new experience.

CORE GAMES
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Fortune Coin™ Video Slots
This game is packed with action, featuring a MultiWay® bonus 
configuration that offers 243 ways to win, stacked symbols, wilds, 
and scatter pays. The frequently-occurring Fortune Coin™ feature 
can be triggered on any spin when one or more coin symbols land 
on the reels. One of three features will be awarded:

• Bonus credits: Up to 1,000 credits multiplied by the 
current bet multiplier can be awarded per initiating coin 
symbol

• Free games: Up to 20 initial free games can be awarded 
per coin. All minor symbols are removed, creating big-win 
opportunities with increased chances for major symbol stacks 
on the MultiWay® interface. The Fortune Coin™ feature is 
still active in the free games, offering bonus credit awards, 
free games retriggers, and progressive jackpots.

• Progressive pick: Players make selections until they match 
three icons and are awarded the corresponding jackpot. 
Players can also reveal icons to boost progressive levels, and 
an “Award All” icon which awards all four progressive levels.

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 243 ways

• Game Feature/Family: N/A

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 60 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, 
CrystalSlant™ 32,

Jackpot
Games

CORE GAMES
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Wild Pirates® Video Slots
Guardians Of Egypt™ 
Video Slots
Part of the extremely successful Wild Stays game family,  
Wild Pirates® Video Slots and Guardians of Egypt™ Video Slots  
features a free games bonus and tons of base game action  
with the frequently-occurring, high-paying Wild Stays  
Explodes ‘N Pays™ feature:

• Each bomb symbol that lands will stick to the symbol 
position that it lands upon. Bomb symbols stay in place as 
sub-symbols, and do not affect the reel spins. 

• Players continue to collect bomb symbols until a bomb 
symbol with a lit fuse lands on the reels. After a certain 
number of games, the bomb’s fuse will come to an end and 
ignite all adjacent bomb symbols collected.

• All bombs that explode turn into wild symbols, with the 
possibility for multiple wild symbols which create big-win 
opportunities that keep players engaged

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 50 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: Wild Stays Explodes 'N Pays™

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 75 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, 
CrystalSlant™ 32

Waterfall
Games

CORE GAMES
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Scarab® Video Slots
Diamond Mania®  
Video Slots
This game offers a wild reason to stay and play! The Wild Stays 
Charges Then Pays™ feature provides a persistence element 
which keeps players engaged and maintains an ever-present 
feeling of a big win being just around the corner.

Players love the frequently-occurring, high-paying Wild Stays 
Charges Then Pays™ feature during the base game: 

• When a scarab symbol lands anywhere on the reels it turns 
that symbol into a golden spot

• Players continue to wager and spin in hopes of collecting 
additional scarab symbols and golden spots. After the tenth 
spin, all golden spots are transformed into wild symbols for 
huge win possibilities.

• The possibility for multiple wild symbols in the base game 
keeps players engaged and drives coin-in

Three or more pyramid symbols trigger the free games bonus:

• Players select their desired number of free games and 
associated wild symbols, allowing them to choose their free 
games experience

• The selected number of wild symbols changes position 
before each bonus spin, keeping play fresh and exciting 
throughout the bonus

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 4x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 40/75 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: Wild Stays Charges Then Pays™

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses:  
40 paylines = 40 credits 
75 paylines = 75 credits

• Maximum Bet:  
40 paylines = 1200 credits 
75 paylines = 1500 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, 
AXXIS® 23/23

Waterfall
Games

CORE GAMES
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Brilliant Wilds™ Video Slots
This 5-reel, 10 pay line game features a classic theme with a  
hot twist.

If the player wins more than 4x the total bet in the base game, the 
Fever Spins feature is triggered. Once this happens, the player 
can either collect their winnings and exit the Fever Spins or wager 
their winnings and play the Hot Spins.

One Hot Spin uses 4 reel sets. During a Fever Spin, any WILD 
symbols transfer to all subsequent reel sets.

• Classic fruit symbols

• Exciting Fever Spins feature with 4 reel sets and  
replicating wilds

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x3

• Line/Ways Configuration: 10 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 10 credits

• Maximum Bet: 4000 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, 
CrystalSlant™ 32, AXXIS 23/23

Fruit
Games

CORE GAMES
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Griffin's Throne™ Video Slots
Take a seat next to the throne! Experience the innovative 
expanding Multiplier Feature that creates opportunities for 
big wins with an expanding column that delivers WILDS or 
Multipliers up to 10x in the base game and free games. 

Watch out for 3 or more Bonus symbols that will take you to the 
free games where the player will experience an interface that is  
12 reels high for more winning potential.

• Multiplier feature: The Multiplier feature awards stacked 
multipliers and Random Wilds and adds anticipation for 
big wins in the base game and free games. Players will 
immediately notice the multiplier potential when  Griffin 
symbols visualize high win potential.

• Free games bonus: 3 or more bonus symbols in any 
position on the reels awards the Free Games Bonus. During 
free games, 2 or more bonus symbols in any position on the 
reels awards 3 extra free games. 3 or more bonus symbols in 
any position on the reels awards 10 extra free games.

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 4x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 30 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 75 credits

• Maximum Bet: 375 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™

Innovation
Games

CORE GAMES
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Golden Jungle™  
Grand Video Slots
Inspired by the original Golden Jungle™ Video Slots, one of 
IGT’s most successful core video releases, this all-new theme 
combines everything players love about the original, with a few 
new twists. The base game employs the Wild Stays, Charges, 
Then Pays feature, and the free games bonus gives players their 
choice of free games and associated wild reels:

• Wild Stays, Charges, Then Pays Feature: Players collect 
Buddha symbols above each reel. On the tenth wagered 
spin, any reels that have collected at least two Buddha 
symbols will turn completely wild for that spin, creating a 
persistence feature that keeps players engaged with  
big-win opportunities.

• Free games bonus: Three or more chest symbols trigger 
the free games bonus. Players choose from three options to 
select the number of free games with associated wild reels. 
The selected number of wild reels changes location before 
each free game.

• Leverages the success of the original Golden Jungle™ Video 
Slots, bringing the same intrigue to the portrait format on 
the CrystalCurve™ cabinet with new additions that create 
the perfect mix of familiarity and originality

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 4x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 75 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: Wild Stays

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 75 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™

Waterfall
Games

CORE GAMES
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Coin O Mania™ Video Slots
Players will love the action-packed ride of this innovative new 
theme on the CrystalCurve™ cabinet. The base game features 
stunning graphics, two wild symbol features, and multipliers 
that offer huge win potential on any spin. Add in a lucrative free 
games bonus, and it’s clear to see how this game can make you 
some serious coin.

• Wilds feature: During any spin, up to five coins per reel 
may spill from the treasure chest above the reels. Coins are 
collected in the wilds feature area below the reels and are sent 
up into the corresponding reels as wild symbols. Coins can 
also carry multipliers of up to 20X, creating the opportunity 
for multiple wild symbols with compounding multipliers.

• Chest feature: A chest symbol in any position on reel three 
triggers the chest feature. The chest feature initiates the wilds 
feature in the same fashion, but also adds an additional wild 
symbol to each reel. If a wild symbol lands on an existing wild 
symbol, the multiplier is increased by 1X.

• Free games bonus: Three free games symbols in any 
position on reels two, three, and four trigger 15 free games. 
The wilds feature and chest feature are active during the free 
games, with additional chest symbols added to reel three for 
increased wild feature opportunities.

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 4x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 50 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: N/A

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 75 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™

Innovation
Games

CORE GAMES
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CORE GAMES

Innovation
Games

Progressive Free Games Slots
featuring Triple Double Diamond® Slots and  
Legend of the 3X 2X Phoenix™ Slots

These three-reel, 25-payline games merge captivating and popular base games with the exciting new  
Progressive Free Games feature.

• The Progressive Free Games feature contains three different ‘must hit by’ free games buckets (red, green and blue) with meters 
that increase as play continues, awarding multipliers on all pays

• The feature is triggered when three scattered bonus symbols land on the reels, with reel rumbling that builds anticipation:

 – The number of free spins corresponds to the number displayed in the awarded bucket (red awards five-15 free games, 
green awards seven-15 free games, blue awards 10-15 free games)

• In the Triple Double Diamond® base game, player-favorite Triple Diamond® symbols multiply line wins by up to 9X for 
explosive big-win potential

• In the Legend of the 3X 2X Phoenix™ base game, 3X and 2X symbols can combine to create big-win possibilities

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3 reels

• Line/Ways Configuration: 25 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: Progressive Free Games

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses:  
Triple Double Diamond - 40 credits,  
Legend of the 3X 2X Phoenix - 80 credits

• Maximum Bet: Operator configurable

• Compatible Cabinets: S3000®
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CORE GAMES

Red Hot Tamales!® Slots
This update to the player-favorite Red Hot Tamales!® Slots 
features three reels and 27 paylines, with buy-a-pay wagering to 
drive coin-in and a three-level progressive 

• Buy-a-pay betting structure drives coin-in, as different base 
game payouts become available at higher bet levels. Each 
level builds off of the previous level so that when players 
place the maximum bet, they become eligible for all awards:

 – Level 1: Matching and non-matching bar symbols 
provide players with additional awards

 – Level 2: Matching and non-matching 7 symbol 
combinations provide players with additional awards

 – Level 3: Wilds and the two progressive levels become 
available

• The exciting Blackout Pays® feature awards the progressives 
when all reels are covered with red or yellow 7 symbols

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3 reels

• Line/Ways Configuration: 27 paylines

• Game Feature/Family: Progressive Free Games

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 200 credits

• Maximum Bet: 600 credits

Your best bet for a bigger, brighter future.
S3000® XL Gaming Machine
The all-new S3000® XL cabinet elevates the larger-than-life gaming experience to a whole new level. This large format 
cabinet immerses players like never before with its enlarged display and extended touchscreen over wide mechanical reels. Its 
presence demands attention on any floor and offers players ultimate comfort with an extra foot and a half of personal space. 
We’ve added even more player appeal with enhanced lighting that travels the entire length of the cabinet, and integrated 
merchandising in the form of a massive overhead topper with a cohesive jackpot meter. The S3000® XL cabinet continues to 
boast a successful game library that allows you to highlight new and nostalgic spinning-reel titles that players seek.

Product Highlights:
• Offers a familiar gaming experience now with enhanced lighting and integrated merchandising that attracts attention from 

across the floor

• Increased personal space supports two players comfortably, increasing time on device

• Designed to work with the S3000® cabinet content library. Successful, previously-released games are now available 
bigger and brighter than ever
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MULTI-GAME



From its wide range of high 
performing core games, to  
its selection of dual screen 
cabinets, IGT demonstrates  
a continuous commitment  
to Multi-Games.

Driving volume and performance of the entire slot floor, 
Multi-Games can be recognized in many international 
markets as one of the key slot segments. Another reason why 
IGT takes Multi-Games seriously.

IGT Multi-Games excel from multiple chooser platforms 
– the established diversity™ HD Multi-Game chooser with 
its iconic globe or the newly released USwitch Multi-Game 
chooser that allows players to filter games by groups, 
denomination or language.

The right Multi-Game for every market.
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Both choosers can address any market demand of today’s slot 
floors. With a wide offering of Segments -  Waterfall Games, 
Jackpot Games, Fruit Games or Classics from IGT’s vast heritage, 
just to name a few. Tailored to suit any market requirements with 
game packs of varied sizes and game categories.

All current multigame offerings feature a seamless integration 
into tournament or Bolt-On-Progressives and are available to be 
deployed server assisted with the IGT Floor Manager.

Put all of this together and high performance and  
high variety are guaranteed!
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We’ve given U the power to deliver proven games to any of your players, all on 
one machine. With an intuitive game selector and player interface, a deep library of 
proven themes, stunning visuals, and our best-in-class hardware, USwitch Multi-
Game redefines the multi-game experience. So give your players what they’re 
looking for, and make the switch today. It all starts with U.

Available Game Categories:

Innovative Games
• New and exciting games with 

innovative features that keep play 
fresh and new for your players

Number Games
• Classic number games for players 

who enjoy games with higher stakes

Poker Games
• Traditional poker games with 

higher stakes that appeal to 
traditional video poker players 

Entertainer Games
• Entertaining games packed  

with exciting features to keep 
players engaged

Jackpot Games
• Exciting games that appeal  

to players in search of big  
money jackpots

Fruit Games
• Simple, classic fruit games for 

players who enjoy fewer paylines 
and higher stakes

Mystery Link Games
• Players who like Mystery  

Link Jackpots

Gambler Games
• Games designed for your  

true gamblers

Dice Games
• Simple, classic dice games for 

players who enjoy higher stakes

Classic Games
• Classic games designed to  

help players rediscover their  
old favorites

USwitch Multi-Game 
Make the Switch.

• All games visible at all times 

• Stunning full HD  
resolution screens

• No swiping or scrolling to find  
a game 

• Games are grouped into 
categories, allowing players to 
easily find their preferred game 

• Game categories also enable 
players to find new games that 
are similar to their favorites 

• Special info mode provides 
additional game details to 
assist players 

• Fast loading times

• Huge content library

• IGT creates and offers tailored 
game packages with varied 
sizes and game categories to 
meet different market needs
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Approved and available in 
142 jurisdictions
Trusted by more than
700 customers

Today’s players are diverse. Casino gaming is a valued leisure activity in many countries across the globe, and players have 
developed unique preferences and styles of play in many of them. IGT knows them all. Our expanding portfolio of multi-
games is packed with top-performing titles and delivers enticing options for any player type, all on a single machine. Custom-
designed graphics packages, targeted game play configurations and translated game content all enable you to reach your most 
important players in more meaningful ways than ever before.

diversity™ HD Multi-Game
An International Powerhouse

Waterfall Games
Golden Egypt™ Video Slots

Icy Wilds™ Video Slots

Wu Wang Zhe™ Video Slots

Wild Pirates™ Video Slots

All Star Evolution Games
Dragon Sphere™ Video Slots

Volume 7

Entertainer Games:
Nordic Journey™ Video Slots

Gambler Games:
Dragon Sphere™ Video Slots

Temple of Fire™ Video Slots

Innovative Games:
Ho Yun Fa™ Video Slots

Classic Games:
Jungle Riches™ Video Slots

Golden Egypt™ Video Slots

Ocean Magic™ Video Slots

Cash Cove™ Video Slots

Fruit Games:
Mystery Fruits™ Video Slots

Brilliant Stars™ Video Slots

Jackpot Games
It’s Magic™ Amber Video Slots

It’s Magic™ Lilly Video Slots

Volume 8

Gambler Games:
Mistress of Egypt™ Video Slots

King of Macedonia™  
Video Slots

Guardian of the Rose™  
Video Slots
Ocean Magic™ Video Slots
Golden Egypt™ Video Slots

Classic Games:
Wild Blossom™ Video Slots

Samurai Dynasty™ Video Slots

Cleopatra™ Video Slots

Fruit Games:
Brilliant Stars™ Video Slots

Brilliant Fruits™ Video Slots

Jackpot Games:
It’s Magic™ Ruby Video Slots
It’s Magic™ Lilly Video Slots

COMING SOON

Pictured: diversity™ 
HD Volume 6

Volume 6

Entertainer Games:
Crystal Riches™ Video Slots

Nordic Journey™ Video Slots

Gambler Games:
Mistress of Egypt™ Video Slots 

Temple of Fire™ Video Slots

Golden Egypt™ Video Slots

Ocean Magic™ Video Slots

Innovative Games:
Ho Yun Fa™ Video Slots

It’s Magic™ Amber Video Slots

It’s Magic™ Ruby Video Slots

Mystery Fruits™ Video Slots

Classic Games:
Icy Wilds™ Video Slots

Fruit Games:
Brilliant Stars™ Video Slots

Volume 9

Fruit Games:
Brilliant Stars™ Video Slots

Triple Red Hot 7’s™ Video Slots

Jackpot Games
Golden Gecko™ Video Slots

Hot Hit Ignite™ Video Slots

Hot Hit Pepper Pays™  
Video Slots

Pure Core Games
Solar Disc™ Video Slots
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IncrediBell!™ Tournament
Bet on the Bell.
Get unbelievaBELL performance from your tournament 
offering with IncrediBell!™ Tournaments! Our latest video reel 
tournament solution is a great addition to the already popular 
SpinSplosion® Tournament product, offering a distinct and 
varied game play experience, loaded with interactive features 
that will have players in a frenzy right up to the final bell.

• Exciting tournament play takes players down memory 
lane as they progress through four different levels:

 – Each level is themed to a different time period  
with unique graphics, audio, reel configurations,  
and features

 – The first two levels feature an emulated mechanical 
spinning reel layout, while the last two levels 
transition into a unique video reel format, taking the 
player on a nostalgic journey through casino history

• Each level consists of unique features that keep players 
engaged and interacting with the game at all times:

 – Level one: players spin three emulated mechanical 
spinning reels. Virtual coins fall into the bonus area,  
and players are prompted to swipe or touch coins 
to collect them.

 – Level two: players transition to a 3x4 emulated 
mechanical spinning reel layout with the 
introduction of stacked bell symbols. Bells appear in 
the bonus area, and players are prompted to touch 
the bells to break them and win additional points.

 – Level three: players transition to a 3x5 video reel 
interface with the Stacked Wilds® feature. Bells 
appear in the bonus area, and players are prompted 
to touch the bells to win additional points.

 – Level four: players transition to a 3x6 video reel 
interface with the Stacked Wilds® feature, stacked 
multiplier symbols, and a mini bonus feature. During 
the Bell Hero mini bonus, bells will appear and 
dance across the bonus area. Players are prompted 
to touch the bells when they land within the “Hit 
Zone” to earn additional points. Players are awarded 
higher multipliers for hit accuracy.

• As players progress through each level, additional 
sounds, features, and music continue to elevate the 
excitement level, keeping them even more engaged as 
they near the end of the session

• The bell is prominent in the top box throughout each 
level, and takes on personality as it encourages players 
and informs them of their progress

• Tournament sessions can be timed to one, two, three,  
or five-minute intervals, with added flexibility allowing  
you to configure the number of levels that players  
progress through

• Reduce strain on staff resources by adding a registration  
kiosk to your set-up which enables players to self-
register for the event

Seamlessly switch your bank between MONEYSTRIKE!™ or BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives coin-in themes and IGT tournament 
options such as SpinSplosion® and Incredibell!™ Tournaments. MONEYSTRIKE!™ and BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives leverage 
the same progressive controller as IGT Tournament products, giving you ultimate flexibility with your bank. For more information on 
MONEYSTRIKE!™ or BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives see pg 36-37.

MULTI-GAME
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MYSTERY 
PROGRESSIVES





MONEYSTRIKE!™and  
BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives
Electrify your floor and spark new interest in your current 
offering with MONEYSTRIKE!™ and BLAZIN'  
FLAMES™ Progressives. 

These three-level, must-hit-by progressive jackpots are 
awarded randomly on any wagered game at any bet level, 
adding instant appeal to your existing or new IGT titles.

It is easily added to your current and future IGT Ascent® 
video slot cabinets with a wide range of merchandising 
options that drive incremental play. 

Push performance to new heights or energize an 
understated section of your floor.

MONEYSTRIKE!™ and BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives 
provide the player appeal of achievable progressive jackpots 
paired with the flexibility to place them on a huge library of 
IGT games and IGT cabinet types, giving you that extra 
spark you’ve been looking for.

Second overhead monitor can be used to display operator-supplied advertising or game-specific marketing video loops.

Seamlessly switch your bank between MONEYSTRIKE!™  
or BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives coin-in themes 
and IGT tournament options such as SpinSplosion® and 
Incredibell!™ Tournaments. MONEYSTRIKE!™ and  
BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives leverage the same 
progressive controller as IGT Tournament products, giving 
you ultimate flexibility with your bank.

For more information on IncrediBell!™ Tournaments see pg. 32.

Benefits & Features:
• Controller-managed and coin-in-driven, three-level, 

“must-hit-by” progressive with a mystery trigger

• Progressives are 100% game independent, and no 
winning combination is required

 – A wide range of jackpot level presets are  
available, enabling you to select the perfect  
levels for your floor

 – Operator configurable jackpot levels  
(BLAZIN' FLAMES™)

• Bank-wide lighting and audio build player anticipation 
when a Progressive is about to be awarded

• Unique on-screen win celebrations:

 – An exciting and upbeat win celebration is displayed 
on the entire top and bottom screens. Players will 
know they’ve won!

• Flexible cabinet choices: Compatible with CrystalDual®, 
CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, CrystalSlant™ 32, AXXIS® 
23/23, select G series cabinets, and CrystalCurve™ 
(BLAZIN' FLAMES™ Progressives only)

Minimum Requirements: 
• G23v2 cabinet: AVP® 3.0 ME, 4GB RAM

• All other cabinets: AVP® 4.0 on the Ascent® platform

• Flexible bank sizes: Supports 4 - 30 EGMs

• Video topper and/or overhead signage is needed to 
display the progressives

• Supply your own overhead display and merchandising, 
or IGT can supply a wide range of merchandising 
options to fit your needs

MYSTERY PROGRESSIVES
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Omni-Channel All-Stars 
Proven, best-in class, channel-attuned content wherever you need it.
Your players favorite games are now available across multiple channels, including retail, online, and casino, enabling you to reach 
them with their favorite content in more ways than ever before.

If you would like to partner with IGT to become an omni-channel operator, or to take your existing omni-channel offering to the next 
level with our best-in-class content, please contact your local IGT sales representative.
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RETAIL ONLINE CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Available Now
Available Now
Available Now

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Q2/2019
Q1/2019
Q1/2019

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Q3/2019
N/A

Q3/2019
ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL N/A
Q3/2019
Q4/2019

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL N/A
Q3/2019
Q3/2019

ONLINE
CASINO

RETAIL Q2/2019*

Available Now*

Available Now*

ONLINE
CASINO

All dates are subject to change.
*Versions may differ per channel.
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LINKED 
MULTI-LEVEL 

PROGRESSIVES



Our Commitment to Multi-Level Progressives
IGT is excited to continue the 
success of our robust Multi-
Level Progressive (MLP) library 
with additional game releases to 
existing themes.

Further to that, new themes are just arriving! Our MLP product 
pipeline on the CrystalCurve™ and the Crystal Series gaming 
machines offer a powerful presence on any floor with separate 
MLP themes for Dual Screen and Portrait Screen cabinets. 

Generate excitement by giving players the big-win potential 
of linked MLPs that feature distinct player-favorite brands and 
game features!
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Fort Knox® Video Slots
We've cracked the winning combination for Multi-Level Progressive jackpot 
excitement with the reimagined Fort Knox® Video Slots. These low-denomination 
games offer popular base game themes along with five mystery and symbol-
triggered Multi-Level Progressive jackpots. The bonus action is better than ever 
with our new CrystalCurve™ cabinet, the industry's largest curved-screen monitor 
and the only ultra-high definition 4K resolution screen in the casino gaming market.

Fort Knox® Cleopatra® and  
Twin Win® Video Slots
• 3x5 reel configuration  

–30 paylines 
–600-credit maximum bet

Benefits and Features
• Fortify your floor with the 

reimagined Fort Knox® Video 
Slots featuring five Multi-Level 
Progressive (MLP) jackpots

• Mystery & symbol-triggered 
Multi-Level Progressive jackpots

• MLP boosts during the  
MLP bonus

• A mix of volatility adds to the 
excitement of the play

• Low-denomination game with 
non-linear bet structure

• Proven, player-favourite themes add 
to the appeal of these MLP games

• Featuring the industry's largest 
curved-screen monitor, and 
the only ultra-high definition 
4K resolution screen in the 
casino gaming market, the 
CrystalCurve™ cabinet boasts a 
strong library of innovative games 
for all types of players 

• Dynamic merchandising options 
make these game banks even 
more of a stand out on your floor

• Game features three different 
bet configurations for optimal 
denomination and floor 
placement

Optimal game play configuration:

Available Cabinets:
CrystalCurve™

Fort Knox® Diamond Vault® and  
Majestic Gorilla® Video Slots
• 4x5 reel configuration  

–50 paylines 
–600-credit maximum bet 

Available Titles:

LINKED MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSIVES
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Jackpot
Games

Hyper Hits™  
Multi-Level Progressives
The Golden Bow™,  
Longship Legend™, and  
Flower Empress™ Video Slots

The next big hit has arrived in the for-sale Multi-Level Progressive 
space. A player favorite in the Australian market, Hyper Hits™ 
Multi-Level Progressives feature a frequently-hitting three-level 
progressive over three exclusive base games. Base game themes 
offer unique graphics packages, differing volatilities, and unique 
base game features to appeal to a wide range of player types and 
keep frequent players engaged with fresh content.

• Progressive levels are advertised in the top box, attracting 
players to the jackpot potential

• Hyper Hits™ Feature: All symbols on reel five are framed 
with gold or silver discs. Any five-of-a-kind win that passes 
through a disc on reel five will trigger a bonus award:

 – Gold disc: Awards one of the three progressive levels

 – Silver disc: Awards bonus credits up to 50X the wager

 – Multiple awards are possible if more than one five-of-a-
kind win is awarded

• Each base game offers players the option of playing 50 
paylines or 243 ways, and features a free games bonus with 
silver discs active during all free games

• During the free games in The Golden Bow™ Video Slots, any 
wild symbol that lands on the reels will award an additional 
free game and lock the entire reel. Reels will continue to stay 
locked until no new wild symbols land.

• During the free games for Longship Legend™ and Flower 
Empress™ Video Slots, any wild symbol that lands on the 
reels will expand to create a full wild reel

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 50 paylines or 243 ways

• Game Feature/Family: Treasure Tokens™

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 60 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual® 27, CrystalSlant™, 
CrystalSlant™ 32
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VIDEO SLOTS



Fortune Gong™ Video Slots
The new Fortune Gong™ Video Slots brand is an Asian-themed 
Multi-Level Progressive game with high frequency jackpot 
features and scaling progressive odds. Available in four themes, 
Fortune Gong™ Dragon, Fortune Gong™ Phoenix, Fortune 
Gong™ Tiger and Fortune Gong™ Tortoise, it offers players 
various ways to win the jackpots during the base game, including 
a randomly triggered mystery jackpot wheel bonus.

• During game play, different prizes will appear on top of each 
individual reel. The prize above each reel is awarded when a 
Fortune Gong™ symbol lands on that reel. This Prize Disk™ 
awards credits, free games bonus, and the jackpot  
wheel bonus.

• A Fortune Gong™ symbol on reels below a “jackpot”  
prize awards one spin on the jackpot wheel, where 
players win one of four jackpots. The top two jackpots are 
progressive configurable.

• Wilds build anticipation and may nudge up or down one or 
more positions to award big wins

• The free games bonus gives players ten free spins and the 
possibility to win one of the jackpots by landing a Fortune 
Gong™ symbol on a reel below “free games”

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 50 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 50 credits

• Maximum Bet: 375 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™
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Golden Goddess® Link Video Slots
Featuring Golden Goddess Tullia™ Video Slots, Golden Goddess 
Valeria™ Video Slots, Golden Goddess Sabina™ Video Slots and 
Golden Goddess Melissa™  Video Slots

Leveraging this legacy proven-performer, Golden Goddess® 
Video Slots is now available on IGT’s stunning CrystalCurve™ 
gaming machine. It features a modern twist on the classic Golden 
Goddess® art and the Super Stacks® feature, which locks a major 
symbol on each spin for exciting base game play and larger payouts.

• With 5 jackpot levels available, the Jackpot bonus 
guarantees at least one jackpot win, with the possibility of 
multiple jackpot wins keeping players engaged and building 
anticipation.

• The immersive precognition feature lets players choose their 
outcome by selecting a bubble that will guarantee a win or 
free games. 

• The free games bonus also features Stacked Wilds® symbols 
and increased symbol stacks in the free games, which create 
big-win opportunities that keep players engaged. 

• The CrystalCurve™ gaming machine features an industry-
leading, ultra-high definition 43” 4K resolution screen and a 
Dynamic Player Panel with dual bash buttons.

• Golden Goddess Valeria™ Video Slots emphasise Super 
Stacks® symbols in the free games.

• Golden Goddess Tullia™ Video Slots showcase the 
duplicating reels feature, where two or more adjacent reels 
will duplicate together during the base game and free games.

• Golden Goddess Sabina™ Video Slots feature the freeze 
bonus, where a full stack of frozen symbols on reel one start 
the hold 'n' respin feature and the chance at a full screen  
of symbols. 

• Golden Goddess Melissa™ Video Slots feature the Fire Blast 
Bonus, where Fireballs emit from the trigger symbol, land on 
random positions on the reel grid and change to one of the 
top symbols to help form wins.

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x4

• Line/Ways Configuration: 20/40 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 30/60 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™
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Fortune Link™ Video Slots feature a linked 5-level progressive 
with a new “doubler feature” that allows players to potentially 
double (2X) their credits and jackpots won during the Fortune 
Link™ feature.

• Comes with four exciting game titles:
 – Feline Fortune™
 – Egyptian Fortune™
 – Majestic Fortune™
 – Tropical Fortune™

• Player selectable multi-denomination configuration allows 
for ultimate variety and player experience

• Denom-up incentive allows the player to trigger with fewer 
Fortune Link™ symbols as they walk up the denomination 
options 

• Lock & Re-spin feature awards credits, jackpots and 
progressives

• The base game features either stacked wilds (Feline 
Fortune™ and Tropical Fortune™) or expanding wilds 
(Egyptian Fortune™ and Majestic Fortune™)

• High quality sounds and graphic package

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x3

• Line/Ways Configuration: 50 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 50 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalDual®, CrystalSlant™

Fortune Link™ Video Slots
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Dragon Lights™ Video Slots is a Linked Progressive Free Game 
Product that features a $10,000 progressive jackpot prize plus 
the Wheel Bonus that awards any of the progressive free game 
bonuses or the Jackpot.

• Dragon Lights™ Video Slots are available with three exciting 
base games: 

 – Mystical Falls™ featuring scattered wilds 
 – Secret Fortress™ featuring column wilds 
 – Fortune Skies™ featuring spreading wilds

• Each game features four levels of progressive free games 
that offer high action through the frequent increase of the 
free game counters.

 – On each spin within the Mega and Major free games 
there is a chance to win any of the 3 random wild 
features – scattered, column, or spreading wilds. Random 
multipliers are awarded with each random wild feature.

 – In the Minor and Mini free games, on each spin players 
can win the same random wild feature that is awarded 
in the base game 

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x4

• Line/Ways Configuration: 30 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 50 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™

Dragon Lights™ Video Slots
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Star Stax™ Vegas Nights™ and  
Eastern Lights™ Video Slots

The Star Stax™ dual-progressive video slots are a new take on 
Hold and Spin with a rapid hitting innovative jackpot and  
bonus chase!

• Rapid hitting bonus feature and bonus chase

• Dual-progressive with denomination-driven bonus  
prize levels

• Available as a standalone progressive with various grand 
jackpot options

• Player selectable denomination

• High quality sounds and graphics package

• Star Stax occur frequently during the base game on reels 
two, three and four, with bonus prizes, jackpots and credit 
prizes all on offer

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 5x4

• Line/Ways Configuration: 1024 ways

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 50 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: CrystalCurve™

LINKED MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSIVES
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This four-level progressive features player-favourite titles with an 
entirely new bonus dynamic that elevates player excitement.

• Two available titles are based on the successful math models 
of Triple Double Diamond® and Double Gold™ games

• The Money Storm® Bonus is awarded when three Money 
Storm® scatter symbols appear:

 – The top screen shows win zones that are determined by 
the locations of the triggering Money Storm® symbols 

 – Three spins are awarded and new win zones are created 
when additional Money Storm® symbols land in inactive 
spots, each new activation resets the spin amount 

 – When all nine win zones are full the Mega Blackout 
Progressive is won

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x3 / 3x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 15 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 50 credits

• Compatible Cabinets: S3000® Gaming Machine

Available Titles:

3-Reel
Money Storm® Triple Double Diamond® Slots
Money Storm® Super Times Pay® Slots
Money Storm® Double 4X Pay® Slots

5-Reel
Money Storm® Double Gold™ Slots
Money Storm® Triple Double Diamond® Slots
Money Storm® Double Sizzling 7's® Slots

Money Storm® Slots

LINKED MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSIVES
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Wheel of Gold® Double Times Pay 3x4x5x® Slots

Wheel of Gold® Double Diamond® Slots

The CrystalWheel™ Stepper product line stands out as a 
must-play game, with attractive lighting, mechanical handle, 
and big wheel.  Wheel of Gold® Double Times Pay 3x4x5x® 
Slots is the perfect choice for fans of the classic Wheel of 
Gold® and Double Times Pay 3x4x5x® themes.

• 2x, 3x, 4x and 5x multipliers can be combined in a 
winning combination to multiply wins up to 20x

• The Wheel of Gold® bonus feature is triggered with  
3 BONUS or 2x symbols.

• One wheel spin is awarded during the  
Wheel of Gold® bonus

• The wheel spin will be multiplied up to 8 times if three 
2x symbols trigger the bonus

• One level of optional progressive in the base game 
awarded by a 3x,4x,5x combo on the reels

Fans of the classic Wheel of Gold® and Double Diamond® 
themes who enjoy bonus wheel spin features and big-win 
progressive opportunities will love this title.

• Three-reel, five-payline stepper that features a five-
credit cost-to-cover, 25-credit maximum bet and a 
progressive jackpot

• Two popular player-favourite themes are now 
combined, making this new game easy to recognise  
by players

• The Wheel of Gold® feature is triggered with three 
bonus symbols on a played payline.

• One bonus wheel spin is awarded during the Wheel of 
Gold® feature

• The result of the bonus spin is multiplied up to four 
times when the “2X” symbol or Double Diamond® 
symbol are involved in the bonus trigger

• Playing at maximum bet awards players the progressive 
jackpot when three “2X” symbols land on a played 
payline in the base game

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x3

• Line/Ways  
Configuration: 5 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines 
& Bonuses: 5 credits

• Maximum Bet: 25 credits

Game Details:
• Reel Configuration: 3x3

• Line/Ways  
Configuration: 5 paylines

• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines 
& Bonuses: 5 credits

• Maximum Bet: 25 credits

LINKED MULTI-LEVEL PROGRESSIVES
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TRUE 3D
FAMILY OF GAMES



TRUE 3D™ Technology
This TRUE 3D™ technology experience is certain to 
impress with its unique, award-winning and patented auto-
stereoscopic technology. Integrated eye-tracking detects the 

player’s position and continuously adjusts with their precise 
line of sight, giving them the ideal 3D picture with images that 
jump off the screen – all without the need for special glasses.

™

VIDEO SLOTS
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Little Green Men® 3D Video Slots
Journey through the universe to explore stunning 3D 
graphics and out-of-this-world game play that’s packed with 
free games, a progressive bonus and three exciting base 
game features.

• The frequently occurring full reel wilds are initiated when 
“Little Green Men®” symbols appear on the reels or 
when Little Green Men® characters randomly appear on 
the screen and turn entire reels into full reel wilds

• In the randomly triggered Alien Wheel Bonus,  
a flying saucer turns into a wheel of luck that awards 
credit amounts

• Players are warped to the Galactic Jackpot Bonus that 
guarantees a progressive jackpot win when a “Jackpot” 
symbol appears on reels one, three and five

Game Details: 
• Reel Configuration: 4x5

• Line/Ways Configuration: 25 paylines/50 paylines
• Cost-to-Cover All Paylines & Bonuses: 

40 credits/80 credits

• Maximum Bet: 120/200/400 (40 credits) or 
240/400/800 credits (80 credits)

TRUE 3D
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Game King® with Roulette
Part of the proven Game King® Multi-Game brand, which 
provides players with the best single-hand poker experience 
available, as well as brand new roulette, poker, keno, and 
video slot themes. The Game King® with Roulette theme 
contains the most comprehensive library of single-hand 
poker themes to date, now with the addition of player-
favorite roulette! 

• This game set features all new roulette in addition to 
45 poker games, six video slot themes (three, five, and 
nine reel versions), 20 keno themes, and two blackjack 
options

• New menu screen with tabs on the left-hand side for each 
game family allow players to easily access more games

• Operator-selectable machine options such as viewable 
games, denomination, max bet, progressives, top awards, 
and more 

• Great mix of classic player favorites and exciting  
new themes

Game Details: 
• Number of Hands: Varies

• Cost-to-Cover all Paylines & Bonuses/Features: Varies

• Maximum Bet: Varies

• Game Feature/Family: Game King®

• Compatible Cabinets: G20 Bar Top, G20 Upright, 
Universal Slant, Universal Slant 32”

VIDEO POKER
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Game King® 8.8i Poker
Game King® 8.8i Multi-Game contains the most 
comprehensive library of single-hand poker themes to 
date. This game set features 45 poker games, six video slot 
themes (three, five, and nine reel versions), 20 keno themes, 
and two blackjack options.

• New menu screen with tabs on the left hand side for each 
game family allow players to easily access more games

• Operator-selectable machine options such as viewable 
games, denomination, max bet, progressives, top awards, 
and more 

• Great mix of classic player favorites and exciting  
new themes

Game Details: 
• Number of Hands: Varies

• Cost-to-Cover all Paylines & Bonuses/Features: Varies

• Maximum Bet: Varies

• Game Feature/Family: Game King®

• Compatible Cabinets: G20 Bar Top, G20 Upright, 
Universal Slant, Universal Slant 32”

VIDEO POKER
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Video Reel Edge™ (VRE) Game Family
Video Reel Edge games are great products for both 
traditional slot players and Millennials. The exciting base 
games will please your core player base, while the engaging 
skill-based bonus rounds will attract players who don’t want 
to leave their potential winnings to chance. Unique skill 
mechanics make each game a draw for new players and slot 
fans alike.

Coming Soon:
• Fuzzy's Fortune™ Video Slots with pegboard skill bonus

• Little Fish Big Fish™ Video Slots with adventure-style  
skill bonus

SKILL GAMING
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The Bloomtopia™ theme is a five-reel game that 
features a constant bonus game where players can 
choose between a variety of themed gardens on 
floating islands and bring them to life using resources 
they earn in the reels through overlay symbols.

• The reels pay on 50 paylines with expanding 
wilds during the base game and expanding sticky 
wilds during the free games bonus. Players collect 
butterfly scatter symbols that can award them up  
to 10 free games!

• Players can win seeds, water, and sunlight through 
the reels by collecting overlay symbols. These 
resources can be used to plant new plants or 
restore and level up existing ones.

• Players can also grow their own garden to attract 
animals and earn decorations to make their island 
even more beautiful

• Once their garden has been upgraded to the 
maximum level, a trophy is awarded and players 
can choose a new island to grow

• At the end of the play session, players can save 
the state of a created island and retain any 
trophies earned to a card that can be used when 
they return to the game

The Fortunes Of The Brave™ theme is a five-reel, 243 
ways to win game that triggers an action-packed, four-
minute skill-based battle feature when players land 
three or more scatter symbols. 

• Create characters, choose their class, and save 
them to a card so they can be played again when 
they return to the game.

• Players can be awarded non-monetary currencies 
(runestones) through matching three or more 
overlay symbols. Runestones allow players to 
purchase aesthetic items such as armor and 
weapons, as well as spell cards and potions that 
provide an advantage in the feature game.

• During the skill feature, players fight waves of 
enemies with a variety of weapons and spells. The 
better they play, the more points they score and 
the more money they can win!

SKILL GAMING
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CLASS II



• Scalable server to suit any floor

• Downloadable reports for auditing and 
performance information, available online

• Faster game cycle time

• Dedicated and highly reliable bingo system

Falcon Bingo
IGT’s Falcon Bingo is a centrally determined style of competitive 
bingo played electronically on a networked system of IGT 
components, improving performance and eliminating the need 
to connect to other properties to provide competitive bingo play. 
Players continue to have a choice of any of IGT’s high performing 
Class II games to provide an entertaining display for the outcome 
of their bingo play.

Available now:The Best Games,  
on the Best Cabinets
All-new themes optimised to fit your 
needs, and those of your players.

The S3000® Gaming Machine provides players with 
sophisticated simplicity along with a five button panel, simple 
and familiar game play mechanics, and enhanced lighting 
and sound. You can bank on the S3000® Gaming Machine 
to light up your floor!

CLASS II
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Available now:

The Best Games, on the Best Cabinets (cont.)

IGT’s CrystalDual®, CrystalSlant™ and AXXIS® Gaming Machines 
offer industry-leading hardware advancements, best-in-class 
software, and unmatched reliability and serviceability creating the 
next-generation cabinets your players have been waiting for.

Video cabinets benefits:
• 4.0 electronics deliver unparalleled performance and reliability

• Proven player ergonomics

• Provides an enhanced yet familiar player experience with 
improved game play mechanics, monitor resolution, lighting and 
sound that keep players engaged

• Modern cabinet design with ergonomic comfort features and 
conveniences will attract players and increase time on device

• Superior serviceability and reliability will reduce strain on staff 
resources, increasing ROI

®

CLASS II
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VIDEO BINGO





WIN ‘N ROLL · SPIRIT SERIES

BINTIA and ZEGA, the perfect match for WIN ‘N ROLL

Win ‘n Roll comes along with the BINTIA cabinet, a new model with 
casino-style look that matches all players’ requirements. The BINTIA 
has HD dual monitor and topper option for the best immersive gaming 
experience. 

• Simple maintenance and minimal hardware requirements

• Ergonomic and comfortable playing area

• Led programmable, adaptable lighting

• High resolution 2D and 3D graphics

• High performance sound system

• Cash devices: bill acceptor, card reader and TITO

ZEGA is the new software platform which brings an outstanding base 
to develop premium content and manage an international operation.

• Advanced Server Based Game functionalities and communication

• Remote operation management

• Proprietary cashless system

• Configurable set up

• Reliable reporting and auditing

Win ‘n Roll ensures a new level of excitement in your gaming site!

Win ‘n Roll is the first gaming platform that mixes video slot and video 
bingo games in a single machine. Win ‘n Roll has emerged as the unique 
system that joins together two of the games’ concepts with greater 
acceptance and performance in recent years. This way, Win ‘n Roll suits 
both your Casino and Bingo environments.

• Best possible offer on each machine

• Increased time on device and betting volume per machine

• Differentiation from the competitors

• Simplified game mix management

• Not harming titles in bad positions

• Faster release of new games

• Wide portfolio of progressive games

Now the players can enjoy their favourite games in their slot and bingo 
versions, both with state-of-the-art graphics, surrounding sounds, bonus 
games, community gaming, many progressives and special features that 
match the player’s interests. Multiple configurations are available to fit 
your casino preferences.

VIDEO BINGO
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ELECTRONIC
TABLE GAMES





Industry-leading hardware advancements, best-in-class 
software, and unmatched reliability combine to create a modern 
table game experience your players have been waiting for.

• Retain all the functionality of a live Single Zero roulette 
game at a fraction of the operating cost

• Optimize your floor efficiency with configurable betting 
limits and game speed

• Advanced cabinet design features a sleek, ergonomic 
betting terminal that includes a vibrant 27” 
 touch-screen display 

Single Zero Auto Roulette
• Player-friendly interface simulates live table game action 

with easy betting options and an adjustable screen 
perspective to fit each individual player

• Accessible trends, statistics, and game history 
information available for player-pattern tracking

• Custom packaging and signage options available

• Available in round or arc set-up options, as well as 
stadium configurations

Enhance the Dynasty Table Game experience with our 
Next-Generation Baccarat product. Now integrated with 
IGT’s Ascent® platform, this new offering features updated 
game content and exciting betting options to attract both 
new and seasoned players to your floor.

• Brand-new betting opportunities that increase  
player participation

• Modernised user-interface showcases all conventional 
Baccarat bets, including player-favourite side bets like 
Majestic Match and Bad Beat Baccarat

• Updated multi-game view and added “repeat bet” 
function makes it easy to navigate and manage 
continuous betting action, keeping players interested 
and engaged

• Customisable views of trend, statistics, and game history 
information available for player-pattern tracking

• Operator table limits, game speed, and betting options 
to create maximum returns for your floor

Next-Generation Baccarat

ELECTRONIC TABLE GAMES
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VLT



Quasar® Gaming Machine
The Quasar® cabinet is the latest terminal-style upright cabinet in IGT’s 
product family. Featuring a sleek and modern look, paired with ergonomic 
design and state-of-the-art technology, it will set a new benchmark in the 
VLT market segment. Quasar® has an optimized footprint and robust 
implementation that makes it ideal for placement in various types of gaming 
locations; while the dual 23” multi-touch displays and 10.1” digital button panel 
are sure to give players the ultimate gaming experience. Simply stated, the 
streamlined look is designed to attract players.

• Multi-touch with “tough touch” glass on main screen

• 4.0 electronics deliver unparalleled performance and reliability

• Cabinet height optimized for sitting or standing in front of the cabinet

• Screen viewing angle, as well as the position of the screen, is well adapted 
for players of varying heights

• Buttons and button deck display are positioned for optimal comfort so 
that players can use the controls while resting their hands on the deck

• Ambient lighting

• Large footrest for additional comfort

• Proven player ergonomics

• VLT solution is customizable to meet the evolving needs of the VLT market

• Common platform across all cabinets

AXXIS® 23/23 
Gaming Machine
The AXXIS® 23/23 Gaming Machine incorporates the latest electronics,  
ease of serviceability, and unmatched reliability to bring the perfect balance  
of form and function to the for VLT distributed VLT networks.

• Fully-integrated cabinet lighting and crisp high-resolution graphics  
draw players in

• 4.0 electronics deliver unparalleled performance and reliability

• Features a highly-reliable, player-approved, 10.1” Dynamic Player Panel

• Proven player ergonomic

• VLT solution is customizable to meet the evolving needs of the VLT market

• Common platform across all cabinets
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CrystalSlant™ Gaming Machine
Industry-leading hardware advancements, best-in-class software, and unmatched 
reliability and serviceability combine to create the next-generation slant cabinet 
your players have been waiting for. 

The IGT CrystalSlant™ Gaming Machine, provides impactful, harmonious and 
uninterrupted interactions that will keep players coming back for more to increase 
your bottom line.

• Dual 27” high-definition displays with a 10.1” button panel creates an 
immersive player experience

• 4.0 electronics deliver unparalleled performance and reliability

• Provides an enhanced yet familiar player experience with improved game play 
mechanics, monitor resolution, lighting and sound that keep players engaged

• Modern cabinet design with ergonomic comfort features and conveniences 
will attract players and increase time on device

• Superior serviceability and reliability will reduce strain on staff resources, 
increasing ROI

• Proven player ergonomics

• VLT solution is customizable to meet the evolving needs of the VLT market

• Common platform across all cabinets

CrystalDual® 27 Gaming Machine
IGT's newest cabinet, the CrystalDual® 27 Gaming Machine, is the next evolution of 
the Crystal Series, combining industry-leading hardware, IGT’s best-in-class operating 
system, and unmatched reliability and serviceability. A new modern appearance with 
updated cabinet finishes, and a redesigned player zone featuring large 27” high-
definition screens create for an unsurpassed gaming experience. The CrystalDual® 27 
Gaming Machine will keep players engaged and coming back for more.

• Dual floating 27” high-definition displays create an immersive player experience

• Updated intelligent cabinet lighting enhances the game experience and sets 
 the mood

• 4.0 electronics deliver unparalleled performance and reliability

• Features a highly-reliable, player-approved, 10.1” Dynamic Player Panel

• An optional 24” video topper with 360° viewable, game-synchronized lighting 
creates increased floor presence and recognition

• Proven player ergonomics

• Built-in charging port allows players to charge their phone or other electronic 
devices at the machine

• VLT solution is customizable to meet the evolving needs of the VLT market

• Common platform across all cabinets
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• Classic themed game with Wilds in the main game helping to form  
line wins

• Base game is a 3x5 game with 10 pay lines that pay left to right only 

• Hot Spins Feature 

 – Triggered with any Total Base Game Win of 4 x Total Bet or more

 – Player goes into Hot Spins and plays a Quad Play version of 
the game (i.e. Four 3x5 reel sets)

 – Wilds can land on any reel and will replicate in the same 
position across all subsequent reel sets

Brilliant Wilds™

Go on a Mexican Fiesta in this fast paced and exciting game 
featuring free spins and wilds.

• Wild Margarita symbol appears on all reels in the main 
game and helps form line wins

• Free Spin bonus triggered with 3 different bonus 
symbols that offer

 – Free Spins

 – Sticky Wilds 

 – Sticky Wilds and Free spins

• Free spins bonus can be re-triggered.

Rosa's Fiesta™
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Other available themes:

Shield Maiden™

Uncover riches in this action-packed theme, featuring a wild 
attraction feature and a free games bonus.

• When a full stack of wilds appears on the first reel, the 
wild attraction feature is triggered where other wilds 
swap positions with other symbols on the same row to 
help form wins

• The free spin bonus feature is triggered with three or 
more scattered Odin symbols:

 – Partial stacks of wilds on reel one will nudge down 
to trigger the wild attraction feature

 – Free spin bonus can be re-triggered and two Odin 
symbols add two additional free spins
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INTELLIGEN® supports multiple different ways to retrieve, 
explore, and report on information across an entire gaming 
network. Whether you are seeking a fully featured dashboard 
solution, or just want the data – IGT has a product to meet 
your need.

Advanced Business Intelligence 
High-performance, visual data exploration platform, with 
core dashboards and regulatory report support, designed to 
generate actionable intelligence

• Easy-to-use graphical interface built using Tableau

• Accurate and timely reporting on each game, VLT, and 
gaming site

• Comprehensive report catalog, with reports built into 
interactive dashboards that support guided analytics

• Connections to source databases that support efficient 
ad-hoc analysis, where users can leverage a wide array of 
graphical templates and built in statistical functions

• A unified view of data from multiple INTELLIGEN® 
value-added applications

INTELLIGEN® Business Intelligence
Mobile Advanced Business Intelligence 
To fully make use of information it must get into the hands 
of key decision makers as quickly as possible. To support this 
goal, IGT has enhanced the ABI solution to provide mobile 
access to data. Users are able to view and interact with the 
dashboard remotely from their mobile devices, both phones 
and tablets. 

• All dashboards have a mobile friendly version, which  
will automatically be displayed when opened on a 
mobile device

• Key dashboards, with a strong mobile user case, were 
specifically optimized for the mobile experience

IGT BI Cloud 
A cloud based, API driven solution that seeks to improve 
data access, granularity and integration options. 

• Easy-to-use graphical interface

• Data is organized around use cases and labeled using 
business friendly terminology

• Includes a data lineage solution that removes ambiguity 
and traces data back to its source

• Provides a clear indication into data quality

• Improved data integration via APIs
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INTELLIGEN® Player Interface (PUI)
INTELLIGEN’s Player Interface (PUI) window allows players 
access to various system-based applications such as Player 
Loyalty and Rewards, Cashless and Responsible Gaming. 
It is delivered through a web browser and its user friendly, 
renewed design ensures consistency of user experience 
across different gaming machine models as well as different 
platforms such as web or mobile. The flexible technology 
that supports the PUI makes it possible to align it with 
customer branding needs that may include specific color 
schemes, iconography, embedded logos, etc.

The PUI can be made accessible via the VLT’s Digital 
Button Panel. This is beneficial from a player privacy point 
of view and allows for an uninterrupted view of the game 
screen on the main monitor while the player is using system-
based applications in the PUI.

A consistent interface for player access across the VLT 
and the web channels benefits the operator as players can 
become familiar with various player-centric applications while 
using the Player Portal at home at their own pace. They can 
then apply this knowledge when interacting with the VLT 
and therefore spend less time on non-gaming activities and 
maximize the time for game play.
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Cardless Connect™ + Resort Wallet
Take Cardless Connect™ and add Resort Wallet; the result? Play and pay anywhere! This revolutionary new solution allows 
your players' smart phones to become their loyalty card and enterprise wallet. Players simply tap their phone to any gaming 
machine to card in; then quickly and easily transfer funds. Cardless Connect™ and Resort Wallet also integrate with table 
games, reducing barriers to play and increasing the velocity of money on your gaming floor.

Benefits:
• Increase carded play, value of club membership and player loyalty app

• Increase time at property and velocity of money

• Reduce card printing costs

Features:
• Runs on iOS and Android devices

• Single Resort Wallet across multiple gaming sites

• Resort Wallet integration with third party payment solutions
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Mobile Intelligent Offer
Deliver location-based real-time offers to your players with Mobile 
Intelligent Offer. Send a buffet offer as a player walks by the buffet; or 
rescue a large gaming loss experience with an instant free play rebate. 

Benefits:
• Increase carded play, value of club membership and player loyalty app

• Personalised offers in real-time

• Leverage Patron Management segments, tiers, offers

Features:
• Easy integration with existing mobile player app

• Uses Bluetooth beacons; no need for WiFi connection

• New real-time triggers: large loss and jackpots

M5
Create and deploy custom player user interface content quicker and 
easier with M5. M5 is based on the HTML5 industry standard, which 
enables you to personalize your Service Window and banner content 
easily. With M5, your content can take over the full game screen and 
display promotions, events, and other personalized content with one set 
of scalable content.

Benefits:
• Increase play time and brand loyalty with engaging content  

and applications

• Reduce the cost of content development

• Use valuable idle game screen real estate for advertising and  
brand messaging

Features:
• Full screen content deployment for maximum player excitement

• Quickly change any aspect of messaging content

• Content auto-scaling reduces asset development and management

• Easily add custom applications and templates to reinforce branding

• Target content to players based on their gaming profile for 
maximum player personalisation, including custom player banners
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Lucky Draw
Engage more players and increase coin-in with an exciting floor-wide bonus! Lucky Draw creates a call to action, bringing 
players to the floor to receive a lucky set of numbers and a chance to win one of several prizes.  

Based on our proven Lucky Coin® bonus, Lucky Draw easily integrates with other bonusing promotions and is a refreshing 
new addition to your marketing toolbox. 

Benefits:
• Increase the value of your players club and drive membership

• Build floor-wide excitement during drawing times

• Add strong branding and differentiate your property

Features:
• Rich content delivery on the game screen via the Service Window or using sb NexGen® II displays

• Configurable bonus pools give you the flexibility to choose the number, type and amount of bonus you want to reward

• The primary jackpot can be funded as play occurs, with additional levels of prizes of a fixed amount
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Global Suite
Learn how your gaming floor performs through this world class business intelligence software package designed exclusively for 
the gaming industry. A collection of world class reports, dashboards, and a 3D floor visualisation tool are available for access 
through a combination of PC and mobile apps. Monthly updates ensure that you will always have cutting edge tools and reports.

Mobile App Suite
IGT leads the industry in productive mobile CMS apps, and they keep getting better. Our 
Mobile Host and Mobile Responder apps have additional functionality, and our new apps bring 
not just enhanced functionality, but top-level statistics to ensure that daily KPIs are met.

Mobile Host 4.2
New Features:
• Issue comps with Mobile Comp
• Send messages to slot machines via the  

Message Blast function
• Integrates with the Linea Pro® 5 Scanner

Mobile Responder 4.3
New Features:
• Drive-by Re-Routing
• System Task Suppression 
• SSL Security

Features:
• 3D modeled gaming floor that is fully configurable and 

color coded
• Reports available for automation or ad-hoc retrieval
• Calculations and reports are configurable to your 

business needs
• Installable on small or large casinos, single locations or 

multiple sites

Benefits:
• Review gaming performance through tools designed for 

managerial needs
• A focus on ease of use means anyone can pick it up and 

get actionable insights
• Frequent updates leads to constantly evolving features

SYSTEMS
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Bloomtopia and Fortunes of the Brave are trademarks of Chill Gaming Pty Ltd.

iPad® mobile digital device, and APPLE® device are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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with a ®, are registered in the
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